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between the several branches of the profession,?to trace their artificial separation to the causes by which a disunion was effected,?and to suggest such arrangements of the general profession as would best adapt its several powers to the wants of society, and dircct its combined energies for the public good. These views, however just and incontrovertible, are yet too comprehensive I fear, and too likely to jar with the various discordant interests which this ill-fated profession unhappily comprises, to afford any hope of their being speedily acted on, or indeed of their finding many minds sufficiently free from prejudice, even to admit their truth. In order, then, to open any prospect of amendment, it becomes necessary to pursue the subject more in detail, and, by an exposure of specific grievances, to prepare the way for those temperate reformations which the legislature, when convinced of their necessity, may have 110 reluctance to apply, In the present tract, I mean to review more closely and circumstantially the department of physic as it exists in England,?to trace the successive enactments by which its legal condition has been regulated,?to shew how these several laws have been administered,?to display the effects of their mal-administration,?
to manifest their utter unsuitableness (even if faithfully and conscientiously administered) to those revolutions in the state of medical science and practice, and of society, which the lapse of three centuries has effected,?and, finally, to suggest to those who are most aggrieved by the existing evils, those rational and constitutional courses by which they can bring their peculiar hardships under the cognizance of the legislature, and thus obtain that redress which a British senate will nevei* withhold from well-founded complaints, when temperately urged, and respectfully laid before them.
The first legislative enactment for regulating the profession of physic in England was the 3d Hen. VIII. c. 11, (1511.) This ordains that no person shall practise as a physician or surgeon in London, unless examined and licensed by the Bishop admitted, while the integrity of the examiners was ensured by their subordination to an unprofessional, enlightened, and disinterested president, who had full power to shield the candidate from any harshness or unfairness to w hich professional jealousy, acting on the weakness of humanity, might give rise. In the tenth year of Henry VIII., (1518,) shall, on proof of this, be examined five several times as to his attainments in medical science; shall publish an inaugural dissertation on some subject connected with medicine, and produce such other written exercises as are enjoined by the Senatus Academicus, previously to obtaining his medical degree. His first examination is a general one by the whole facultas medica, (which consists of the six medical professors,) and is the principal and most important of the whole. The second is of a similar nature, but is by two professors only, and for a shorter time.
In the third, the candidate defends two commentaries written by him on two given subjects, the one an aphorism of Hippocrates, the other a medical question. In the fourth, he defends similar commentaries on two histories of diseases, the one an acute disease, the other chronic ; and in the fifth and last, which is a public one in the hall of the university, he defends the opinions advanced in his published thesis. All his examinations and exercises are in the Latin language. The 
